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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
It is a highly efficient dispersant, viscosity depressant for
Pigment Red 254. It is effective at low dosage and usually
doesn't need additional wetting agents or dispersants. It's
based on non-toxic polyelectrolyte.
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CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
PH ( at 5% in water) : 7
Solubility:Insoluble in water at the range of pH =1-8,
Common organic solvents

Major applications include acrylic, alkyd and polyester
melamine resin paints [solvent based]

Dosage :The product is directly applied in to the dry
pigment in concentration range 2-4% w/w on total
weight of dry pigment.
Stability: Thermostable up to 3000 C , unstable
in alkaline media at pH > 9.

PHYSICAL DATA

FULL TONE
APPLICATION
PROFILE

Appearance

Dark Red Brown colour

Density [g/cm3]

1.4

Solid Content

95 % (Min)

REDUCTION

Polyester melamine paint

Recommended

Alkyd paint

Recommended

Acrylic paint

Recommended

STRUCTURAL FORMULA

BENEFITS
Outstanding dispersion efficiency
Low dispersion viscosity, low dispersion yield stress
in polyester melamine resin
Prevent pigment flocculation and settling

® = Registered trademark of Heubach Colour Pvt. Ltd. Our product specifications and application information is based on our current knowledge. They are non-binding and
cannot be taken as a guarantee. The processing company must establish the suitability of individual products itself. As their use lies beyond our knowledge and control,
we cannot accept any liability relating to the use of our products in particular applications. In addition to that, the legal rights of third parties must always be
considered. The specification agreed between the customer and ourselves is the basis upon which our general sales and delivery conditions are set and is the deciding
factor concerning any liabilities. Our standard specification is then valid if no specification has been agreed upon between the customer and us.
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